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re You Tired Of Watching From The Side-lines While Everyone Else Is Making Money Because You Don't

Know Exactly How The PROs do it? Discover How A 34-year old Computer Geek Went From A

Program-hopping "biz-opp junkie" To Earning A Full-time Income Online In Less Than 60 Days! I know

what's keeping you from the success you deserve... and I can EASY fix that for you today! :) Your Only

Cost Today = $XYZ! There are a few basic, fundamental things you MUST do to succeed with an online
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business. You may not want to hear this, but... some basic computer & internet skills are required to do all

the things that will earn you an income online. I did technical support for over 8 years so I've the unique

ability to teach you how simply & quickly... Your HELP has arrived! Daniel McGonagle From Daniel

McGonagle & YOUR NAME Saturday, June 05, 2010 Boston, U.S.A. Dear Friend, The gurus can't help

you succeed because they're much too busy making money doing joint ventures, developing new

products, and doing all the things that guru's do. Many also cannot relate to the "little people" trying to

make a few extra bucks. A year ago, I started on my quest to make tons of money on the Internet. Like

many of you, I treated it like a hobby until I got laid off 2 days before Thanksgiving! Nice, huh? I sure

didn't think so... I had to do something and stop messing around. At that point I had joined about 30

programs (sound familiar?), made a little money, but nothing to brag about. Then something happened...

a revelation as loud as a gun-shot went off in my head! I wasn't even close to achieving my goals!

Everything I did was dooming me to certain failure and an empty bank acocunt. There are many things

you need to do to have a "snowball's chance" in you-know-what of succeeding... I didn't learn everything

(and probably never will), but I learned enough to make it all work. "You will be amazed at what you can

learn when your back is against the wall and you have to provide for a family..." If you're not

super-motivated and still playing around, you still need to know what I'm about to reveal to you. Have you

had enough of the "secret" methods that are supposed to earn you gobs of cash, but never do? There are

no secrets... just basic fundamental taks that every successful internet marketer knows how to do... I Can

Help You In A Way The "Gurus" Can't Because I Know Exactly What You're Going Through Right Now

You're feeling Frustrated... Irritated... Experiencing Some Pressure at Home... or you feel "scammed" by

products that over-promised and under-delivered... Believe me, I know. I have been there. You Are Going

To See What All The Successful And Experienced Internet Marketers Do Each And Every day To Earn

Their Massive Incomes! The person who said "Don't Sweat The Small Stuff" was definitely NOT trying to

earn money online. I think they wrote most of the ebooks I've read... How many times have you

purchased a product but didn't know what to do or how to start? The reason for that is because the details

aren't there. The people that create these products are assuming the reader has a basic understanding of

how to implement the "secret strategy". That's why there's no "warm fuzzy" after purchasing products any

more... * You need to master the mechanics of Internet Marketing * You need to understand the basic

principles behind an online sale * You need to be shown step-by-step exactly what to do. Do you want to



achieve your true income potential on the Internet? Then you need the skills that all successful marketers

possess... You cannot "get by" without these skills, they are 100 necessary for you success. Why are so

many people failing at internet Marketing? To be fair and honest, it's not always the fault of the ebook

creator or the program director when somebody fails. Many participants in these programs don't know

what to do once they've joined. * Some programs promise "We do 90 of the work for you" * Some ebooks

are promising to deliver "the solution" ...And very often they do, but most people still don't succeed with

the program or product. What does it take to turn failures into winners? Look, not all programs are bad,

and not all ebooks are worthless. The reason so many people fail is they do not understand the basic

fundamentals of online marketing. You can succeed in just about any market or program if you know the

basics. The abnormally high failure rate can be blamed on 2 things... 1. All the programs that make

everything sound so easy, and 2. The lack of basic, fundamental marketing skills. You need to know how

to make any program work for you. You need to apply your skills to make good use of the information in

ebooks. The problem with this is that you need those skills. Many programs offer training on their

websites, but the "program-hoppers" lose this access when they join another program. Internet Marketing

Toolkit So get the skills you need and take them with you wherever you go!! Stop thinking that the "Magic

Pill Is Just Over The Hill"... Here are some un-solicited testimonials from people who've purchased the

Internet Marketing Toolkit... You taught me how to "fish" Dan, I am using the Internet Marketing Toolkit

and I am delighted with it. Just one line has saved me a LOT of trouble and explained a lot of ineffective

online projects I have done: "Your infrastructure has to be in place before you do anything else online."

The second big thing I have learned is SO common-sense it is absurd. Get those pieces together in

sequence and try them out yourself. Those are my words to remind myself of the insight I got from the

Internet Marketing Toolkit. Go back to basics is something I often tell people in other areas of life. And

here I am wrestling with how to make my online work profitable and I did not even UNDERSTAND the

basics. In just a few short hours I learned how to make my own lead capture page (squeeze page) create

my autoresponder lead information box and how to use an online HTML editor to make it easier to do

things the "hard way". Stepping outside the box has always been a good idea from my point of view. The

difference here is reading real stuff without hype or fluff. Instead of spending a lot of time on fancy

gimmicks and graphics, you have simply written the ways to get the job done in direct language. I now

know what to do AND HOW to do most of it. You taught me how to "fish". This is one download I value



very highly and keep going back to review and pick up more thoughts. I do not use the audio because I

am hearing impaired so I really appreciate it when you spell things out and treat the reader with

professional courtesy and intelligence. I am not stupid, just sometimes lost or distracted. I really

appreciate you. I will share my successes with you as they come. Right now I am promoting affiliate

programs and products. And that whole process will get a boost while I assemble my own special areas

of interest. Thank you Dan! BLOWN AWAY! Hi Dan, I ordered your Internet Marketing Toolkit, and was

blown away by how much you're offering here I was so impressed with the Value. You are practically

giving the Internet Marketing Toolkit away, THE step-by-step videos are my personal favorite, and make

this an incredible deal for anyone (trying to make money online). You could have charged so much more.

Diana R. Macon, GA Amazing and Wonderful! Hey Dan, your Internet Marketing Toolkit is amazing and

wonderful. I have never seen a product before that teaches their members the correct way to generate

income in several defferent ways. The videos alone are worth the price. This is truly blessing. Bernie

Cadiz Recommend this book to anyone! Hi Dan, I have read and listened to this book with great interest. I

found quite a lot of info that I can put into practice and attempt to get targeted traffic to my website. This

book made me realise that all that surfing is getting me nowhere. You need targeted traffic, people who

are actually wanting your product to see your advert. Also the importance of a list and what to do with the

list once you start to get it. That was one of the items I found particularly interesting. I found the videos

really good. Step by step instructions. And in terms that I can understand. Sometimes all this "computer

talk" can be a bit daunting for anyone inexperienced. All in all I would, and will recommend this book to

anyone who is trying to get a successful online business operating. Christine Best The Key To Your

Online Success Is Having The Same Tools And Weapons That Experienced Marketers Use Every Day!

"Give Yourself A Fighting Chance!" Please don't get me wrong here. Multiple income streams are

something you have to work for in the beginning to set it up. BUT! And this is the beauty of it right here.....

Once you have set up an auto-pilot income stream, you don't need to touch it ever again! Leave it be as it

makes you money every single month effortlessly. That stream will continue to make you money on

"auto-pilot" so you'll be free to start your next project or (if you're lazy) do nothing at all and sit back and

watch the cash flowing in non-stop! INTERNET MARKETING TOOLKIT All The Tools You Need To

succeed! INTERNET MARKETING TOOLKIT TRAINING VIDEO's SHOW YOU EXACTLY HOW!

TRAINING VIDEO's & AUDIO's SHOWING YOU EXACTLY HOW TO SUCCEED - STEP-BY-STEP! This



"must-have" product is stuffed with the essential knowledge about how the PROs are making more

money than you could ever imagine by using basic and fundamental marketing tactis that anyone can do!

Here are just some of the things Ill show you once you get your hands on the Internet Marketing Tool

Kit... The ways sales are made online, nothing is left out, all aspects are covered... A video that shows

you how to build a website properly, the different types of websites, and how to build a website that

works... Step-by-step checklist for building an infrastrcuture, so you can compete with the "bigshots" and

act like an experienced marketer... How to build a list, and how to manage it properly...You'll also be

given a free rpeort to start building your list the right way. Each section has audio and video to help

further explain the concepts, and to drive the point home so you remember what the Internet Marketing

Tool Kit teaches you! And you'll also find out how to... How to recover from past mistakes and how to

make the recovery process a profitable one for you... Set up a fully functioning autorepsonder in 10

minutes! Where to find "What's HOT and What's NOT" when looking for affiliate programs to join and

products to promote. Do you really even need a website of your own to be a power affiliate marketer? The

truths behind this myth are finally unravelled. Newbies will love this one! More secret affiliate techniques

the pros never wanted you to know about. PLUS! What I call the Internet Marketing Tool Kit $15,000.00

lesson! That's how much money I wasted before I started applying the tactics that experts use every

day... As I stated in the headline, I was a biz-op program hopping madman. It wasn't until I realised this

and honesty said to myself, I need to learn the basic fundamentals of success online! Within 60 days my

life had changed dramatically and I know yours can too!!! But YOU need to do two things... First, make

the decision that you really want to make big money on the Internet. Or at least commit to learning how to

stop wasting your time doing things that don't work. Second, make a tiny investment in your life right now

so you can discover everything you need to get started as soon as possible.
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